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Abstract: - Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) is used to extract relevant knowledge from large amount
of data and at the same time protect the sensitive information from the data miners. The enhancement of data mining
research will be the development of techniques that incorporate privacy concerns. As the importance of business
transaction data has increased manifolds and the data has become an essential part of any business. This paper focus
on various approaches implement by the miners for preserving of information at individual level, class level, etc. A
detail description with limitation of different techniques of privacy preserving is explained. This paper explains
different evaluation parameters for the analysis of the preserved dataset.
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1. Introduction
DATA mining is to extract information from large databases. Data mining is the process of discovering new patterns
from large data sets which gives advantages for research, marketing analysis, medical diagnosis, atmosphere
forecast etc. Data mining is under attack from privacy advocates because of a misunderstanding about what it
actually is and a valid concern about how it’s generally done. This has caused concerns that personal data may be
used for a variety of intrusive or malicious purposes. Privacy preserving data mining help to Association rule mining
is a technique in data mining that identifies the regularities found in large volume of data [1,2].
This technique could be compromised when allowing third party to identify and reveal hidden information that is
private for an individual or organization. Privacy-preserving data mining using association rule refers to the area of
data mining that seeks to safeguard sensitive information from unsolicited or unsanctioned disclosure. As with the
advancement of technology and worldwide connectivity through internet the privacy of dataset stored at different
stations, whether they are stored in a centralized server for ease of access, has become important. The privacy of
individual data or the dataset as whole that might be used for data mining has become so important and hence
increasing the need for extensive research towards their privacy that could be done in different ways.
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A company (data owner) lacking in expertise or computational resources can outsource its mining needs to a third
party service provider (through server). However, both the items and the association rules of the outsourced database
are considered private property of the corporation (data owner). To protect corporate privacy of business transaction
database, the data owner transforms its data and ships it to the server. Normally the dataset is in table format.
Adversaries can use that data for deducing any relations or any sensitive data from it by applying linking attacks on
quasi identifiers and sensitive attributes.
Protecting sensitive information in the context of our research encompasses two important goals: knowledge
protection and privacy preservation. The former is related to privacy preserving association rule mining, while the
latter refers to privacy-preserving clustering. An interesting aspect between knowledge protection and privacy
preservation is that they have a common characteristic. For instance, in knowledge protection, an organization is the
owner of the data so it must protect the sensitive knowledge discovered from such data, while in privacy
preservation individuals are the owner of their personal information.

2. Related Work
This paper addresses [10] secure mining of association rules over horizontally partitioned data. The methods
incorporate cryptographic techniques to minimize the information shared, while adding little overhead to the mining
task. Privacy concerns may prevent the parties from directly sharing the data, and some types of information about
the data. That allows parties to choose their desired level of security are needed, allowing efficient solutions that
maintain the desired security.
Tzung Pei et al presented Evolutionary privacy preserving in data mining [4]. Collection of data, dissemination and
mining from large datasets introduced threats to the privacy of the data. Some sensitive or private information about
the individuals and businesses or organizations had to be masked before it is disclosed to users of data mining. An
evolutionary privacy preserving data mining method was proposed to find about what transactions were to be hidden
from a database. Based on the reference and sensitivity of the individual’s data in the database different weights
were assigned to the attributes of the individuals. The concept of pre large item sets was used to minimize the cost of
rescanning the entire database and speed up the evaluation process of chromosomes. The proposed approach [4] was
used to make a good tradeoff between privacy preserving and running time of the data mining algorithms.
This authors [3] presents a survey of different association rule mining techniques for market basket analysis,
highlighting strengths of different association rule mining techniques. As well as challenging issues need to be
addressed by an association rule mining technique. The results of this evaluation will help decision maker for
making important decisions for association analysis.
Y-H Wu et al. [11] proposed method to reduce the side effects in sanitized database, which are produced by other
approaches. They present a novel approach that strategically modifies a few transactions in the transaction database
to decrease the supports or confidences of sensitive rules without producing the side effects.
A classification of privacy preserving techniques is presented and major algorithms in each class is surveyed. The
merits and demerits of different techniques were pointed out [2]. The algorithms for hiding sensitive association
rules like privacy preserving rule mining using genetic algorithm.
Chung-Min Chen, [8] present dithered B-tree, a B-tree index structure that can serve as a building block for realizing
efficient system implementations in the area of secure and private database outsourcing. The dithered tree insert
algorithm [8] can be further optimized to incur only one traversal from the root to the leaf, instead of two. The index
structure from learning whether or not the search term (i.e., key) is present in the database and check the data for
secure and private database outsourcing.
In Privacy Preserving Data Mining, data perturbation is a data security technique that adds 'noise' to
databases to allow individual record confidentiality. This technique [9] allows users to ascertain key summary
information about the data while preventing a security breach. Four bias types have been proposed which assess the
effectiveness of such a technique. However, these biases deal with simple aggregate concepts (averages, etc.) found
in the database. The author propose a fifth type of bias that may be added by perturbation techniques (Data mining
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Bias), and empirically test for its existence. In e-commerce applications, organizations are interested in applying
data mining approaches to databases to discover additional knowledge about customers.
The author concept in this paper is Privacy Preserving mining of frequent patterns on encrypted outsourced
Transaction Database (TDB) [1]. They proposed a encryption scheme and adding fake transaction in the original
dataset. Their method proposed a strategy for incremental appends and dropping of old transaction batches and
decrypt dataset. They also analyze the crack probability for transactions and patterns. The Encryption/Decryption
(E/D) module encrypts the TDB once which is sent to the server. Mining is conducted repeatedly at the server side
and decrypted every time by the E/D [1] module. Thus, we need to compare the decryption time with the time of
directly executing a priori over the original database.

3. Techniques of Privacy Preserving
Additionally, 94% of the respondents consider acquisition of their personal information by a business they do
Protection Methods Privacy can be protected through different methods such as Data Modification and Secure
Multi-party Computation. Privacy preserving techniques can be classified based on the protection methods used by
them.

3.1 Data Modification techniques
Data Modification techniques modify a data set before releasing it to the users [1, 2]. Data is modified in such a way
that the privacy is preserved in the released data set, whereas the data quality remains high enough to serve the
purpose of the release. A data modification technique could be developed to protect the privacy of individuals,
sensitive underlying patterns, or both. This class of techniques include noise addition, data swapping, aggregation,
and suppression.

3.2 Addition in Statistical Database
Noise addition techniques were originally used for statistical databases which were supposed to maintain data
quality in parallel to the privacy of individuals [3]. Later on noise addition techniques were also found useful in
privacy preserving data mining. The incorrectness in the statistic of a perturbed data set with respect to the statistic
of the unperturbed data set is termed as bias.

3.3 Attribute Value Swapping
Data swapping techniques makes values modification in the context of secure statistical databases [7]. The main
appeal of the method was it keeps all original values in the data set, while at the same time makes the record reidentification very difficult. The method actually replaces the original data set by another one, where some original
values belonging to a sensitive attribute are exchanged between them. This swapping can be done in a way so that
the t-order statistics of the original data set are preserved. A t-order statistic is a statistic that can be generated from
exactly t attributes. A new concept called approximate data swap" was introduced for practical data swapping. It
computes the t-order frequency table from the original data set, and finds a new data set with approximately the
same t-order frequency.

3.4 Attribute Value Suppression
In suppression technique sensitive data values are deleted or suppressed prior to the release of a microdata.
Suppression is used to protect an individual privacy from intruders' attempts to accurately predict a suppressed value
[10]. An intruder can take various approaches to predict a sensitive value. For example, a classifier, built on a
released data set, can be used in an attempt to predict a suppressed attribute value. Therefore, sufficient number of
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attribute values should be suppressed in order to protect privacy. However, suppression of attribute values results in
information loss. An important issue in suppression is to minimize the information loss by minimizing the number
of values suppressed. For some applications, such as medical, suppression is preferred over noise addition in order
to reduce the chance of having misleading patterns in the perturbed data set. Suppression has also been used for
association and classification rule confusion

3.5 Distributed Privacy Preserving
The key goal in most distributed methods for privacy -preserving data mining is to allow computation of useful
aggregate statistics over the entire data set without compromising the privacy of the individual data sets within the
different participants [16]. Thus, the participants may wish to collaborate in obtaining aggregate results, but may not
fully trust each other in terms of the distribution of their own data sets. For this purpose, the data sets may either be
horizontally partitioned or be vertically partitioned.

3.6 Horizontally partitioned
In horizontally partitioned data sets, a different set of records with the same set of attributes which are used for
mining purposes [16]. A horizontally partitioned case is discussed, in which privacy preserving classification is
performed in a fully distributed setting, where every individual have private access to only their own record. A host
of other data mining applications have been generalized to the problem of horizontally partitioned data sets. Many
applications of data mining can be perform i.e. clustering, filtering and association rule mining.

3.7 Vertical partitioned
The vertically partitioned [16] have many primitive operations such as computing the scalar product or the secure set
size intersection can be useful in computing the results of data mining algorithms. Vertically partitioned data to
perform linear regressions without sharing their data values. The approach of vertically partitioned can be extended
to a variety of data mining applications i.e. k means clustering, decision trees, SVM Classification and Naïve Bayes
Classifier.

4. Attacks On Perturbed Data
K-anonymity A data set T satisfies K-anonymity if it is divided into a partition and each group Gi (1 ≤ i ≤ p) in the
partition contains at least K records, and T is either generalized or anatomized [13].

4.1 Homogeneity Attack
Alice and Bob are hostile neighbors. One day Bob falls ill and is taken by ambulance to the hospital. Having seen
the ambulance, Alice sets out to find what ailment Bob is suffering from. Alice finds the 4- unacknowledged table of
current inpatient records published by the hospital, thus she knows that one of the records in this table contains
Bob’s data [14]. Since Alice is Bob’s neighbor, she knows that Bob is a 31-year-old American male who lives in the
postal division 13053. In this way, Alice knows that Bob’s record number one among 9, 10, 11, or 12. Presently, all
of those patients have the same medical condition (disease), along these lines Alice concludes that Bob has cancer.

4.2 Background Knowledge Attack
Alice has a pen companion named Umeko who is admitted to the same hospital as Bob, and who has some patient
records. Alice knows that Umeko is a 21 year old Japanese female who currently lives in postal district 13068. In
light of this information, Alice learns that Umeko’s information is present in record number 1, 2, 3, or 4. Without
additional information, Alice is not certain whether Umeko contracted an infection or has heart disease [15]. On the
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other hand, it is also well-known that the Japanese have a too low incidence of heart disease. Along these lines Alice
concludes with close certainty that Umeko has a viral infection.
L-diversity for a single sensitive attribute) an equivalence class is said to have l-diversity if there are at least l“well-represented” values for the sensitive attribute. A table is said to have l-diversity if every equivalence class of
the table has l-diversity [12, 14].
4.2.1

Skweness Attack

At the point when the overall dispersion is skewed, satisfying l-diversity does not counteract characteristic
disclosure.
4.2.2

Similarity Attack

At the point when the touchy attributes values in an equivalence class are distinct however semantically similar, an
adversary can learn essential information.

5. Conclusions
Preserving privacy in data mining activities is a very important issue in many applications. Randomization-based
techniques are likely to play an important role in this domain. Paper detailed various methods like perturbing,
swapping, etc. for privacy preserving, where each has its own importance. Researcher’s works find knowledge in
dataset by Aprior and other mining algorithm then apply preserving technique on them. Hiding information at
different level is also term as multi-level privacy which provides only numeric data hiding.
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